
Maths 
Watch the video and then complete the worksheet. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Posbu-VKxU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Posbu-VKxU


 

 
 



Want to play a game? 

Play this board game with a family member. 

 

Fancy a challenge? 

 



 

 

English Writing 
This week we are looking at using apostrophes to show possession. 

There is a youtube video which I have found, but you only need to 

listen up to 3.45 as the rest of the video isn’t relevant. Children 

can keep referring back to this video to support them with their 

worksheets this week. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EXJLYYameBY 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EXJLYYameBY


 

 

 

 

 



English: Reading – non fiction text 

Focus today: Retrieving information from the text 

This week reading will be following a tutorial on our school youtube channel. This link for this can 

be found below. We recommend listening to the extract each day before you have a go at the 

activity. All the activities can be found on the video. 

We have attached the extract on a separate document which you may wish to print out if you are 

able to.  

 

Reading tutorial link: https://youtu.be/sI0qhkAg_40 

Also: There is a more visual of poem on this link : Click this when prompted by the tutorial video as 

unfortunately it isn’t interactive. : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0m-TtQ-gbUI 

 

 

You should now also have a bug club login for your child and your teacher has allocated a range 

of books for your children to read, this is a great resource to use to support your child with their 

reading skills. 

https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/login?e=-610&c=0#bugclub 

  

Handwriting: 
For the next two weeks we will be looking at how to use the 

diagonal join to join a letter to an anti-clockwise letter, e.g. ‘g’. 

Today, we will be focusing on joining the letters ‘i’ and ‘c’ and 

writing the word ‘magical’. So, you just need to watch that part of 

the video using the new video link below: 

https://youtu.be/grS3u7qDQ3M  

https://youtu.be/sI0qhkAg_40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0m-TtQ-gbUI
https://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/login?e=-610&c=0#bugclub
https://youtu.be/grS3u7qDQ3M


If you need support with sitting with the correct body posture and 

doing hand and finger warm up exercises, then refer to the first 

video for guidance using the link below: 

https://youtu.be/kcRHWH7rApY 

 

Once you have completed this part of the video, try using the 

diagonal join to join the letters ‘i’ and ‘c’ in the words below:  

 

Medical 

Which 

Price 

Topic 

Stick 

 

Remember, some of these words may be spelling words for this term. 

 

Challenge:  

Can you think of other words with the letters ‘i’ and ‘c’ in them?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/kcRHWH7rApY


Inquiry 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 


